A Resolution, pertaining only to greek students, to allot one dollar out of every student activity fee to be credited to the greek programming account.

Whereas: This will add 3,000 dollars to the greek life budget per semester.

Whereas: This will enable the greek advisor a better opportunity to educate the greek community.

Whereas: The greek advisor will implement a new member program to educate the potential new members on greek life.

Whereas: The greek advisor is under budget by an average of $4,000

Whereas: Student Activity Fees are $20 per semester, and no portion of this goes directly to greek life.

Therefore, let it be resolved by the 66th Congress that:

Section 1: Upon passage of the resolution, which will go into effect in the fall of 2004, the greek advisor will have one dollar per greek student added to his or her budget.

Section 2: The addition to budget will be added after all greek rosters are updated from the semesters rush membership intake.
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